
ISTANBUL: Turkish guards at the border with Syria are
indiscriminately shooting at and summarily returning asy-
lum seekers attempting to cross into Turkey, Human
Rights Watch (HRW) said yesterday. The spokesman for
Turkey’s president said it was highly unlikely that Turkish
soldiers would shoot at Syrian war refugees but the gov-
ernment would look into the report. Turkey has taken in
3.5 mill ion Syrian war
refugees since 2011.

New York-based Human
Rights Watch said Syrians
were now fleeing height-
ened violence in the north-
western province of Idlib to
seek refuge near Turkey’s
border, which remains
closed to all but critical
medical cases. Syrian
armed forces have thrust
deeper into the mainly
rebel-held province in
recent months and Turkey
last month launched military action in the nearby Afrin
region targeting Kurdish YPG militia fighters. “Syrians flee-
ing to the Turkish border seeking safety and asylum are
being forced back with bullets and abuse,” said Lama
Fakih, deputy Middle East director at Human Rights Watch.

Asked about the HRW statement, President Tayyip
Erdogan’s spokesman said Turkish soldiers were there to
protect these people and that Ankara has had an “open-
door policy” since the start of Syria’s civil war in 2011. “We
will certainly look into it. It’s very unlikely that our soldiers
would shoot at people,” Ibrahim Kalin told reporters in
Istanbul. “We never ask anyone whether they are Kurdish
or Arab or Muslim Christian, from this region or that
region. I don’t know if it’s an isolated incident or not.”

HRW cited UN figures saying 247,000 Syrians were
displaced to the border area between Dec 15 and Jan 15,
2018. “As fighting in Idlib and Afrin displaces thousands
more, the number of Syrians trapped along the border
willing to risk their lives to reach Turkey is only likely to

increase,” Fakih said. Thirteen of 16 Syrian refugees to
whom HRW spoke accused Turkish border guards of hav-
ing shot toward them or other fleeing asylum seekers as
they tried to cross while still in Syria, killing 10 people,
including one child, and injuring several more.

Turkey has taken in more Syrian refugees than any oth-
er country, granting many temporary protection status and

providing them with
basic services, including
medical care and educa-
tion. “However, Turkey’s
generous hosting of
large numbers of Syrians
does not absolve it of its
responsibility to help
those seeking protection
at its borders,” the HRW
statement added. It said
Erdogan’s government
should issue standard
instructions to border
guards at all crossing

points that lethal force must not be used against asylum
seekers and that no asylum seeker is to be mistreated. 

Two soldiers killed 
Meanwhile, two more Turkish soldiers were killed yes-

terday in Turkey’s offensive against Kurdish militia inside
Syria, the army said, bringing to nine the number killed so
far in the incursion. Turkey on January 20 launched the
“Olive Branch” operation against Syrian Kurdish People’s
Protection Units (YPG) militia which Ankara sees as a ter-
ror group and a threat to Turkish territory. The Turkish
army and allied Ankara-backed Syrian rebel forces are
seeking to oust the YPG from its western border strong-
hold of Afrin but the operation so far has been marked by
fierce clashes. The army said that one of the soldiers was
killed in a clash and another on the border area, without
giving further details.

In a separate statement, it added a Turkish army tank
had been hit in an attack. President Recep Tayyip

Erdogan said on Thursday the Turkish army and Ankara-
backed rebels had suffered 25 fatalities between them in
the operation so far.  Meanwhile, seven civilians have been
killed in mortar fire on the Turkish side of the border that
Ankara blames on the YPG. Ankara says that hundreds of

YPG fighters have been killed in the operation so far but it
is not possible to verify this. Turkey says the YPG is an
offshoot of the outlawed Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK)
which has waged a three-decade insurgency against the
Turkish state.—Agencies 
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WASHINGTON: Christopher Wray, US President
Donald Trump’s hand-picked FBI director, told sena-
tors during his confirmation hearing not to be put off
by his soft-spoken manner. “No one should mistake
my low-key demeanor as
a lack of resolve,” Wray
told the Senate Judiciary
Committee. “Anybody
who thinks that I would
be pulling punches as
the FBI director sure
doesn’t know me very
well.” Just six months
into the job, the 50-
year-old Wray is having
that resolve tested as he
squares off with a presi-
dent who has already
fired one head of the
Federal Bureau of
Investigation.

Ignoring Wray’s objections, the White House
approved the release on Friday of a memo which it
claimed reveals abuse at the FBI and Justice
Department in connection with surveillance of a mem-
ber of Trump’s 2016 presidential campaign who had
ties to Russia. According to CNN, the White House
was worried Wray may quit to protest the release of
the memo drafted under the authority of Devin Nunes,
the Republican chairman of the House Intelligence
Committee.

On the contrary, the FBI director sent an internal
message to the bureau’s 30,000 employees on Friday
that contained no suggestion he would step down.
“Let me be clear: I stand fully committed to our mis-
sion,” Wray said in the message obtained by AFP. “I
stand by our shared determination to do our work
independently and by the book. “Talk is cheap; the
work you do is what will endure,” he said. “And know
that I consider it an incredible privilege to work
beside you-and that I am determined to defend your
integrity and professionalism every day.” Wray has
mostly flown under the radar since replacing James
Comey at the head of the FBI, which has been the tar-
get of Trump’s ire since taking office.

Wray was overwhelmingly confirmed by the Senate
in August, three months after Trump sacked Comey
amid an FBI probe into whether members of the presi-
dent’s campaign had colluded with Russia help him get
elected. That investigation, which Trump has
denounced as a “witch hunt,” is now in the hands of
special counsel Robert Mueller, himself a former FBI
director.  Democratic lawmakers are claiming the
memo is part of a broader campaign aimed at discred-
iting the Mueller probe and protecting Trump. —AFP
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AFRIN, Syria: A picture taken in the town of Afrin shows the mother (center), brother (2nd left) and sister
(left) of the late 23-year-old YPJ fighter Barin Kobani, attending a mourning ceremony in her honor, after
the YPJ and the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights accused Turkish-backed Syrian rebels of filming
her mutilated dead body. —AFP 
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Poles still struggle 
with role - decades 
after the holocaust 
WARSAW: Seventy-three years after the liberation of
Auschwitz-Birkenau-the infamous Nazi death camp which
has come to symbolize the Holocaust-Poles are still strug-
gling to understand their own role in Germany’s wartime
genocide of European Jews on Polish soil.  A bill passed
this week by the right-wing dominated Polish parliament
designed to defend the country’s image abroad by crimi-
nalizing the erroneous phrase “Polish death camps” has
backfired, sparking an unprecedented diplomatic row with
Israel and sharp criticism from the US and the global
Jewish community.  

While the critics acknowledge there was no official col-
laboration between the then-occupied Polish state and
Nazi Germany, they regard the bill as an attempt to forget
or even deny, the complicity of many Poles in the killing of
the Jews during the Holocaust. On Wednesday, the US
State Department warned that the bill, which has yet to be
signed into law by President Andrzej Duda, could have
“repercussions” on “Poland’s strategic interests and rela-
tionships-including with the United States and Israel”.

Before Nazi Germany invaded it in 1939, Poland was a
Jewish heartland, with a centuries-old community number-
ing some 3.2 million, or around 10 percent of the country’s
population. Under Nazi occupation during  World War II,
Poland lost some six million of its citizens-including three
million Jews in the Holocaust. The vast majority of Jews
perished in ghettos and concentration and death camps
set up by the Nazis in occupied Poland, including
Auschwitz-Birkenau, Belzec, Chelmno, Majdanek, Sobibor
and Treblinka. Although the exact number is difficult to
determine, tens of thousands of Jews were also either

killed or given up to the Nazis by Poles holding anti-
Semitic views.

Executors and executed 
On the other hand, the Polish state in exile and the

Polish resistance sought, in a clandestine but highly organ-
ized way, to save Jews by setting up the “Zegota” net-
work in 1942. The resistance also issued death sentences
on Poles who collaborated with the Nazis or denounced
Jews to them. The Polish resistance and government in
exile in Britain were also the first to inform Allied powers
including the United States about Nazi Germany’s ongo-

ing genocide of European Jews.  Germany set up a mon-
strous killing machine on Polish soil, with ghettos and
death and concentration camps that claimed an estimated
5.7 million lives, half of whom were Polish Jews. But oth-
ers Polish Jews perished at the hands of their non-Jewish
neighbors. Polish-American historian Jan T. Gross trig-
gered shock in Poland in 2001 with his book
“Neighbors”, in which he revealed that in 1941 during the
Nazi German occupation, several hundred Jews were
massacred by their Polish neighbors in the town of
Jedwabne. Between 340 and 1,500 Jews died during the
massacre, according to historians. —AFP 

Exiled Ukrainians
coin Trump after 
‘Putin-in-bullets’ 
NEW YORK: They shot to fame in 2015
with a portrait of Vladimir Putin made of
bullet shells from the killing fields of east-
ern Ukraine. Now, the two Ukrainian artists
are back with a portrait of Donald Trump
made from coins and poker chips. Threats
forced Daria Marchenko, 35, and Daniel
Green, 34, to leave their homeland in
November 2016. They now lead an itiner-
ant life, traveling and exhibiting their work
in the United States and Latin America.
The Trump portrait, finished one month
ago, is made of nearly 4,000 one cent and
five-cent pieces. Poker chips are used for
the US president’s shoulders.  The artists
are now searching for a place for a public
unveiling.

As with their “Face of War” portrait of
the Russian leader, the Trump version,
called “Face of Money” plays in the light
revealing different expressions.
Marchenko’s favorite? The one in which
“he is very proud of himself,” she tells AFP
in New York.They came up with the idea
of the enormous portrait-nearly eight foot
by five foot (2.4 meters by 1.7 meters) —
last summer when Putin ordered the United
States to reduce its diplomatic footprint in
Russia by 755 employees.  Trump respond-
ed by thanking Putin, saying it would allow
the United States to cut down its payroll

and “save a lot of money.”  “I thought, ‘oh
my God, you are so cheap, how can you be
American president’?” says Green. “At that
moment, I thought coins is the best way to
show his portrait.” The duo deliberately
chose one cent and five-cent pieces, the
smallest denominations of US currency, to
illustrate their point, Green explains. Coins
darkened with fire are used for the pupils,
eyebrows and to emphasize the chin. The
poker chips are a nod to the casinos the
billionaire once ran in Atlantic City, New
Jersey-but also, in Green’s words, to his
brand of international diplomacy. “He does
international politics like he’s playing.
Sometimes he wins, sometimes he loses
big,” says the artist.

‘Make waves’  
Green singles out the US president’s

announcement in December that he was
recognizing Jerusalem as the capital of
Israel, and preparing to relocate the US
embassy from Tel Aviv. “When only eight
countries follow you, it shows America has
lost all power,” he says.  The artists left
Ukraine following the backlash over their
Putin portrait, and after a kidnap attempt
against Marchenko. “We had threats by
email. When you are walking on the street,
somebody comes to you and tells you
something,” says Marchenko, her dread-
locks tucked into a beanie.

“Mostly not direct threats but ‘Guys,
don’t hurry to create... be in a hurry to
leave,” she carries on. “We became tired of
this. Morally it was very difficult. So we
left.” But the Trump portrait isn’t making
things easier for them. They offered it for

exhibition at New York’s Ukrainian Art
Institute of America, which is already
exhibiting their work on Putin and the war
in Ukraine.  The institute however was
reluctant “to make waves,” between Kiev
and Washington, Green said.  The two
artists now hope to show their Putin and
Trump portraits together, perhaps in Las
Vegas, Los Angeles or San Francisco.

“They will be face-to-face, they will
have a dialogue,” says Marchenko dryly.
She and Green, who both took part in the

pro-European uprising of 2013-14, now
consider themselves political refugees
without a fixed home, traveling in the
United States and Latin America at the
invitation of benefactors.  Their next proj-
ect is a portrait of Ukrainian President
Petro Poroshenko, even if that could com-
plicate their return one day to Ukraine,
Marchenko says. For Poroshenko’s portrait
the artists may use chocolate wrappers-a
reference to the chocolate company where
he made his fortune.—AFP 

NEW YORK: Ukrainian artists Daria Marchenko and Daniel Green are seen
with their portrait of US President Donald Trump, made of US pennies, nick-
els, and dimes in New York. —AFP 

WARSAW: Senators attend an overnight session at the Polish Senate in Warsaw where the upper house of
parliament voted 57-23, with two abstentions, to approve a bill which sets fines or a maximum three-year jail
term for anyone who refers to Nazi German death camps as Polish or accuses Poland of complicity in the
Third Reich’s crimes. — AFP 


